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Be here for investments
Your safety at work matters, especially to your family.

Be careful out there

wcf.com



Located in St. George, the Sunbrook master-planned 

community is just minutes away from miles of 

beautiful hiking & biking trails and shops & 

restaurants—all surrounded by the majestic scenery 

of Southern Utah. Whether as your new vacation 

retreat or primary home, the quiet seclusion of 

Sunbrook sets you apart from the ordinary and puts 

you close to life’s simple pleasures. 

• New View and Golf Course Homes Available 

• Custom Lots from $51,000 to $120,000

• Surrounded by Sunbrook Golf Course

Recreation Center  •  Pickleball  •  Indoor & Outdoor Pools  •  Hot Tub  •  Event Center  •  Tennis Courts

Sunbrook Sales Center
2240 W. Sunbrook Dr. #5
St. George, UT 84770

phone: 435-674-2900
email: sales@sunbrook.com
Tue – Sat: 10 AM – 6 PM

EXCLUSIVELY MARKETED BY

Sunbrook.com
learn more at

Close to Everything. Far from Ordinary.
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With over a 100-year legacy of serving the community, Fabian VanCott has been making Utah
a better place since inner-city intersections were more Wild West than wait-your-turn. From

Harold Fabian’s efforts founding Sugarhouse Park to standing up for Utah businesses in
ant i t rust  cases,  we’re proud of our century- long commitment to giv ing back—both

 in and out of the courtroom. 

fabianvancott.com

Traffic Signal
Garrett A. Morgan, 1923

THINGS WITH FEWER
YEARS OF SERVICE THAN 

FABIAN VANCOTT:
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Agree? Come hang out with us. 
We are a group of photographers that host photography 
adventures, workshops, and weekend escapes focused on 
education and experience.
 
Follow us on Instagram @saltcityphotograhers to get info on 
all of our upcoming events.

saltcityphotographers.com

PHOTOGRAPHY 
SHOULD BE FUN.

SCP

SALT CITY PHOTOGRAPHERS



Exquisite Views. Exceptional Homes.

THE BEST OF SALT LAKE LIVING

99 WEST  •  R ICHARDS COURT  •  THE REGENT

CityCreekLiving.com

Call today to schedule a tour of the remaining units at City Creek Living.

 801.240.8600  |  99 West South Temple, Suite 100  |  Office Hours: Mon-Sat 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

City Creek Living offers the best of Salt Lake City. 

Whether it’s work, play or everything in between,

City Creek Living is convenient and close to it all. 

Enjoy breathtaking views from the comfort of

your living room. Now is the time to make

City Creek Living your home.
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Editor’s Note

Rob Brough
Executive Vice President
Corporate Marketing and Communications

Rob Brough at Iceberg in Salt Lake City, Utah

My brother, Jeff, rides a motorcycle and is a master 
barbecue chef. My brother, Mike, can fix anything and 
negotiate his way into just about anywhere. My littlest 
brother, Steve, is an exceptional photographer. He’s so 
good, in fact, that he dabbles in it as a side gig to his day 
job as a banker (see stevenbroughphotography.com).

A few years ago, I decided I wanted to take advantage 
of his knowledge and acquire some photographic skills. 
This quest, of course, began with the acquisition of a 
“real” camera.

I quickly learned, however, that having quality 
equipment alone doesn’t do the trick. In fact, for several 
months, the only setting I used on my Nikon D7100 
was auto. I may as well have kept using my iPhone, 
because my phone pictures were far better than my 
camera photos.

The real improvement came when my brothers and I 
decided to plan an annual (and sometimes semiannual) 
trip to Southern Utah for some brother time and 
photographic instruction.

In addition to the thrill of arising at 3:30 a.m. to beat 
the sunrise at Zion National Park, Snow Canyon or 
Lower Antelope Canyon, and hiking in the darkness 
with a headlamp to just the right spot, I learned a lot 
from my free classes.

I learned about aperture, shutter speed and ISO.  
I learned about framing and composition. Admittedly,  
I forgot much of it shortly after returning home from 
my bonding time with my brothers, but it always  
comes back.

To borrow and modify a line from the Disney film 
“Ratatouille,” “Anyone can take great photos.” You 
just have to spend a little time at it.

In this issue of Community, Mary Harper and Jens 
Nielsen offer up a few simple tips for improving the 
quality of our photos and thereby capture and preserve 
the emotion, magnitude and feeling of the important 
moments in our lives.

Interestingly, my quest to become a better 
photographer has resulted in creating memorable 
experiences for me and my brothers, which I am now 
better equipped to capture.

Here’s to more great memories and better photos.

I have three “little” brothers. In reality, I may be the littlest of the four, 
but that’s a topic for another column.

As is common with most sibling relationships, we share many 
interests. At the same time, however, we also have our own unique 
interests and aptitudes.

Rob Brough visits Snow Canyon State Park 
during an annual trip with his brothers.





Established over 30 years ago, Strong & HanniÕs Business & Commercial Litigation Group 

provides full legal services in a wide range of disciplines including, corporate representation, 

litigation, contract drafting and negotiation, mergers and acquisitions, employment, real estate, 

securities, tax and estate planning. With a such a wide range of business and personal legal 

services, we represent both public and private companies and individuals. We have watched 

our clients grow and have assisted them in developing into successful enterprises of all sizes.

UTAHÕS PREMIER BUSINESS & LITIGATION GROUP.

strongandhanni.com
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‘Speaking on Business’ 
Honors Top Businesses 
of 2018

In the Community

Twenty such companies were honored at the eighth 
annual “Speaking on Business” Top Business Awards 
luncheon, hosted by Zions Bank on Feb. 8 in Idaho 
and on Feb. 15 in Utah. Honorees were selected for 
their economic and cultural impact, innovation, and 
entrepreneurial leadership. 

“Businesses like these not only form the backbone of 
our economy, they are elevating life for all of us through 
their problem-solving, ingenuity and insightfulness 
in many different arenas,” says Redgrave, program 
host and senior vice president of community relations, 
speaking of this year’s award recipients.

At the Utah luncheon, internationally known 
bookseller Ken Sanders of Ken Sanders Rare Books 
spoke to award winners about the importance of letting 
passion, rather than income, drive business endeavors. 
“Independent businesses are the heart and soul of any 
city,” he says.

In Idaho, the keynote address was delivered by Mike 
Burrell, founder of Crayster, which manufactures and 
ships a patented crawfishing trap across the world. He 
discussed the importance of perseverance and building a 
team that shares your common vision. His son provided 
inspiration for the trap and is now a student in a 
competitive robotics program. 

Since 1997, “Speaking on Business” has showcased 
everything from startup enterprises to fourth-generation 
establishments. The program airs on KSL NewsRadio 
and 20 other stations throughout Utah and Idaho. 
Following are the winning companies:

20 Utah and Idaho Companies 
Recognized for Innovation and Impact

By Kallee Feuz and Malcolm Hong

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

After 22 years and more than 7,000 businesses 
showcased on Zions Bank’s “Speaking on Business” 
radio program, it’s a testament to the vibrant economic 
landscapes of Idaho and Utah that host Chris 
Redgrave still finds no shortage of dynamic and 
thriving companies to profile across the airwaves. 

On any given weekday, listeners might hear about 
a gourmet food shop, an international ski supplier or 
even a beekeeper. The challenge comes in trying to 
select Idaho’s and Utah’s top businesses from the 
360 featured annually on “Speaking on Business.”

Zions Bank President and CEO Scott Anderson at the Idaho Top Speaking on Business luncheon

Zions Bank's Chris Redgrave at  
the Utah Top Speaking on  
Business luncheon

Rare bookstore owner Ken Sanders speaks at the Utah Top 
Speaking on Business luncheon
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HESS PUMICE PRODUCTS 

IDAHO COMPANIES

PLANT THERAPY

SILVERWING TRAILERS

CRAYSTER

ONE GROUNDS MANAGEMENT

Jerry Struhs, Mike Burrell

Mike Hess

Paul Stanger

DeVaun Crane, Troy NielsenMarco Pantaleon, Kahla McCurdy, 
Stephen Hansen, Trent Christensen

Idaho Falls-based Crayster provides a patented crawfishing trap in many styles and sizes so 
users can catch pounds of crawfish in a single evening. 

ONE Grounds Management provides a one-stop shop for property managers to care for the exterior 
of a building, with services including landscaping, snow removal, window washing, pest control 
and parking lot maintenance. Founder Jason Nielsen started the Nampa-based company 13 years 
ago and has expanded into six Northwest states, helping to put the company among the top 5 
percent of landscapers in the nation. 

Hess Pumice Products provides refined and precision-grade pumice 
with more than 300 custom blends. Its products are used in 
manufacturing for TV screens, computer chips and other consumer 
electronics. Recently, the Malad company expanded its products to 
support development of manufactured stones on buildings and a 
high-quality grout used to stabilize soils and seal microfractures.

Plant Therapy, owned by Chris and Amanda Jones, is an essential 
oil company that offers a wide variety of products in more than 
100 countries. The Joneses purchased the business seven years 
ago and have grown it to 110 team members with two physical 
locations in Meridian and Twin Falls. 

Silverwing Trailers in Grace offers an extensive line of affordable, 
durable aluminum trailers to meet hauling and recreation needs. 
The trailers are shipped nationwide through Costco, and the 
company is growing at a rate of 120 percent annually.
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MADDOCK VETERINARY SERVICE

Rock Solid Granite and Tile

STUKENT

Christy Maddock

 Trevor Erikson

Chris Evans

Maddock Veterinary Service in Montpelier provides care for patients 
ranging from family pets to farm animals. Its clinic includes an in-
house lab, X-ray and ultrasound and is also connected with a lab in 
Logan for more specialized testing.

Rock Solid Granite and Tile provides natural stone and quartz 
countertops for homes and manages the entire fabrication and 
installation process using advanced machinery for a perfect fit. The 
Idaho Falls company imports granite in more than 100 colors from 
around the world. Founded by Chris Evans, the company has been 
in business for 13 years and employs 18 people.

Founded by Stuart Draper five years ago, Stukent allows textbook 
authors to update their digital curriculum regularly and provides 
students with lifetime access to this information. Based in Idaho 
Falls, Stukent is used by more than 1,000 educational institutions 
in more than 40 countries. 

PADDLES UP POKE

VISTA HEALTHCARE

 Jordan Tapangco, Dan Landucci

Brenda and Bob Cornelison

Paddles Up Poke offers a wide variety of gourmet poke, made from diced raw fish supplemented with 
tasty sauces, vegetables and other toppings. The Boise company offers nine unique sauces added to 
fresh fish flown in daily.

Vista Healthcare provides health solutions ranging from preventive screening to managing ongoing 
conditions. Operated by two experienced female nurse practitioners, they specialize in women’s health 
care, particularly hormone replacement therapy. The Rexburg company was founded by Rachelle Jones 
a year ago and now employs nine people. Her parents accepted the award on her behalf.
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BARNEY TRUCKING

HB BOYS

KEN SANDERS RARE BOOKS

CROWN BURGERS

BIOMERICS

Eleni Maroudas, Dean Maroudas

Layne Barney, Brad Barney, David Price

Dave Williams, Gary Moore

Ken Sanders

Joel Larson, Thomas Reams,  
Travis Sessions, Andy Montero, Aden Hirtle

A Salt Lake City dining classic, Crown Burgers celebrated its 40th anniversary last year. The 
original location still sits at 377 E. 200 South, and the family-owned company now has six 
other Wasatch Front locations. 

From its humble beginnings with three employees and a single customer, Biomerics has grown into 
a vertically-integrated polymer solutions provider and contract manufacturer for the medical device 
and biotech industries. Today, the company manufactures biomaterials, extrusions, injection molded 
components and finished devices for the world’s leading medical device corporations.

Barney Trucking’s fleet travels more than 38 million miles annually, 
transporting coal and other bulk materials, aggregates, liquids, 
and dry hazardous chemicals. The 72-year-old company based in 
Salina delivers a load, on average, every two-and-a-half minutes. 
Barney Trucking swept all five safety awards at the 2018 Utah 
Trucking Association Convention. 

With more than 2,500 employees, HB Boys operates multiple 
franchises — restaurants, gas stations, convenience stores and 
coffeehouses — in five states. HB Boys added to the Salt Lake 
City International Airport redesign project with a gas station and 
convenience store that includes Burger King and Costa Vida 
restaurants, as well as a Beans and Brews coffeehouse. 

The inventory at Ken Sanders Rare Books is vast, eclectic and 
constantly evolving. In addition to new, used and rare books, the 
store’s art, maps, postcards and photography give customers in the 
downtown Salt Lake City destination a unique experience. 

UTAH COMPANIES

A division of Zions Bancorporation, N.A. Member FDIC  

Zions Bank is for you.

FOR BANKING MADE 
SIMPLER AND EASIER

Open a consumer checking account online in as little as 5 minutes 

To learn more visit zionsbank.com/checking
 or your nearest Zions Bank.
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THE LOVELAND LIVING 
PLANET AQUARIUM 

OLYMPIA FURNITURE

SUPERIOR DRILLING PRODUCTS

Robert Castellano, Heather Doggett, 
Brent Andersen, Caroline Ralston

Jose Mayorga Jr., Jose Mayorga, 
Carlos Mayorga and Luis Mayorga

Tony Benjamin

With 4,000 animals and nearly one million visits per year, The Loveland 
Living Planet Aquarium has made a splash far beyond its Draper home. 
In 2018, the 136,000-square-foot aquarium started construction to 
expand its educational opportunities.

Olympia Furniture serves a diverse customer base at its three 
locations in Salt Lake City, West Jordan and St. George. The 
multigenerational business has found its niche offering affordable 
furniture with high-touch service.

Superior Drilling Products developed the first commercially viable 
process to remanufacture PDC drill bits for the oil and gas industry. 
The Vernal company pioneered products and procedures that have 
become standards throughout the oil and gas industry.

LUCKY SPOON BAKERY

GIBBS SMITH PUBLISHER

Pam Schulte, Jim Schulte

Brad Farmer, Bob Pollnow, Madge Baird, 
Jared Taylor, Lareen Strong, Reide Thompson

Lucky Spoon Bakery creates gluten-free products distributed to more than 1,500 stores in 35 states. 
Gluten-free cookies, cupcakes, brownies and muffins are among the Salt Lake City company’s 
culinary delights. 

Known for its home reference, cookbook and children’s titles, Gibbs Smith Publisher’s books are printed 
in 10 languages and distributed around the world. Founded in 1969, the Layton company is the 
nation’s leading publisher of state history programs.



The hardest part of a health
journey shouldn’t be a�ording it.

Learn more about our efforts at www.Intermountain.Health

Everyone deserves affordable care. At Intermountain Healthcare, 

we provide charitable contributions and partner with local clinics 

to help more people access quality care where it’s best for them. 

Together with our partners, we’re building stronger communities. 
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Sterling Poulson and the Choral Arts Society of Utah
Photo by Bry Cox



By Amelia Nielson-Stowell

Sterling Poulson lights up in front of a news camera — and a 
conductor’s podium. He thrives on studying air pressure and cloud 
patterns, as well as poring over sheet music and song lyrics.

Poulson is a recognizable face in Utah as the chief meteorologist 
for KUTV Channel 2, but this 67-year-old Renaissance man is also 
an accomplished musician. As the music director of the Choral Arts 
Society of Utah and the Days of ’47 Pops Concert, Poulson has led 
hundreds of musicians.

Music Man Music Man “If you look at all the choirs in the state, you could 
call Utah the choir capital of the world,” Poulson says. 
“Utah has a very healthy music scene.”

The Tabernacle Choir at Temple Square put Utah on 
the map musically, but lesser known are the dozens of 
local choral groups and community orchestras. Poulson, 
a champion of Utah’s talented pool of vocalists and 
instrumentalists, wants to give a stage to all.

Military Strong
A foster child, Poulson was adopted at age 2 by 

parents Dahl and Irene. He developed an interest in 
weather as a military kid living across the U.S. in 
different climate zones. As a child, using an Erector Set 
he attached an anemometer to his mom’s clothesline to 
track wind speed.

Poulson joined the U.S. Air Force out of high school 
(his father swore him in), and served a 13-month 
tour in Vietnam from 1970-1971. After an Air Force 
assignment in Omaha as a severe storms forecaster, 
Poulson returned to his roots in Utah. He started 
working for KUTV in 1989. 

But his career passion doesn’t stop after the news airs.  
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Sterling Poulson
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Musical Genesis
Growing up, Poulson’s musical experience was limited to 

church choirs. After returning to Utah in 1980, he joined 
the Jay Welch Chorale, founded by family friend Jay Welch 
who became Poulson’s mentor and coach on the podium. 
Welch was a talented Utah musician and Navy serviceman, 
who later became the conductor of the Tabernacle Choir.

For years, Poulson worked alongside Welch as the 
chorale’s associate music director and president. In 1987, 
Poulson incorporated the choir into a nonprofit and, after 
Welch’s retirement, renamed it the Choral Arts Society of 
Utah. Poulson’s innovation helped the choir thrive. 

“When you see a storm coming, you never really 
know what’s going to happen until it’s over,” Poulson 
says. “And it’s the same with a concert — you don’t 
know how it’s going to turn out until it’s over. Weather 
and music are both very exciting to me — you don’t 
know the final result until it’s there.”

In 2013, Poulson decided to get formal music 
training and began a degree in choral music education 
at the University of Utah. True to his service-oriented 
attitude, Poulson regularly turns over his conductor’s 
baton to the U’s School of Music graduate students for 
their senior recitals.

“There’s a lot of coaching going on from these new 
conductors,” Poulson says. “They’ve only helped the 
choir — we’re getting better and better.”

2019 Days of ’47 KUTV Pops Concert2019 Days of ’47 KUTV Pops Concert
July 12 and 13 at 7:30 p.m.
Abravanel Hall

This year’s Days of ’47 KUTV Pops Concert features the Choral Arts 
Society of Utah with the Salt Lake Symphony in collaboration with the 
Clark Planetarium and celebrates the 50th anniversary of man’s first 
steps on the moon.

Community Collaboration 
In the late 1990s, Poulson volunteered to take over 

the popular Days of ’47 Pops Concert after the former 
director retired. The free community concert performs 
for two nights at Abravanel Hall with the Days of ’47 
Pioneer Day holiday celebrations. It’s one of the choral 
society’s five annual concerts.

Musical altruism is at Poulson’s core. “I love to help 
people perform music,” he says. He collaborates with 
music groups around the state for concerts like the 
Utah National Guard 23rd Army Band, the Salt Lake 
Symphony and the West Valley Symphony.

In March 2018, Poulson fulfilled another dream. 
He was the guest conductor at New York’s Carnegie 
Hall performing Gabriel Fauré’s “Requiem,” his wife 
Danette’s favorite piece of music. She died in 2018 after 
a four-year battle with cancer. They have five children 
and 11 grandchildren. 

The Choral Arts Society of Utah
Photo by Bry Cox

Sterling Poulson conducts the Days of ’47 Pops Concert. 
Photos courtesy of Days of ’47

Sterling Poulson conducts the Days of ’47 Pops Concert. 
Photos courtesy of Days of ’47



JOIN US!
Shine Her Light celebration:

an evening dedicated to 
educating our community,

raising awareness and 
supporting those with 

migraine.

June 21, 2019
6 – 10 pm

The Gallivan Center
Salt Lake City, UT

Speaker: William Young, M.D., 
Jefferson Headache Center

Entertainment: No Limits Band

Tickets: daniellefoundation.org

Shine Shine
her light
Shine

2019

 m

ARMED
FORCES DAY 

CONCERT 
May 18, 2019 - 7:30 pm

Gallivan Center 
Downtown Salt Lake City 

FREE ADMISSION & PARKING
ACTIVITIES BEGIN AT 4:30 PM
CONCERT BEGINS AT 7:00 PM 

Presented by the 
Choral Arts Society of Utah

and

Utah National Guard  
23rd Army Band

Sponsored by Zions Bank and the Gallivan Center
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K E R R Y  O M A N
S P E C I A L I Z I N G  I N  U TA H ' S  M O S T  U N I Q U E  L U X U R Y  E S TAT E S

Maple Mountain Equestrian Estate

This 40-acre estate and equestrian facility features dramatic mountain views and direct access to public lands. 
Amenities include 22 heated stalls, indoor and outdoor arenas, eleven outdoor corrals, a ten-car garage, irrigated 
pastures, two ponds, and water rights. Located an hour from Salt Lake City and Park City and 20 minutes to BYU.

KERRY OMAN
Associate Broker, Luxury Home Specialist

801.369.2507
kerryoman@gmail.com  |  kerryoman.com

516 EAST 2800 SOUTH, MAPLETON, UTAH    3 BD  |  4 BA  |  7,300 SF  |  $7,900,000
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Will Travel for Food
FOOD AND DRINK TRAILS

By Natalie Hollingshead Photos by Kevin Kiernan

For some people, eating on vacation is an afterthought. They want 
meals that are inexpensive and efficient in order to maximize their 
time and budget.

For others, sampling the area’s best cuisine is a major part of 
the adventure. These folks plan their itinerary around restaurants 
featured on shows like Food Network’s “Diners, Drive-Ins and 
Dives,” and google the “best things to eat in ...” before every trip.

If you’re one of “those” people for whom tracking down fried 
balls of creamy béchamel is an essential part of your travel 
experience, read on. 

Millcreek Cacao Roasters



Morels in McCall
Morel mushrooms are the 

unofficial official food of McCall, 
Idaho, and among the most desirable 
wild mushrooms in the world. 
Purchased at a market, they are 
incredibly expensive and hard to 
come by. But they grow plentifully 
in the Boise National Forest near 
McCall, and you can forage and pick 
this delicacy yourself.

The best time to pick morels is 
late May to June. Your adventure 
may require a permit, depending on 
how plentiful the mushrooms are, 
your resale plans and the location 
you choose to pilfer. Check with the 
U.S. Forest Service for details before 
you head out.

Basque in Boise
Idaho may be best known for potatoes, 

but its capital has another culinary claim 
to fame: Basque food. The city is said to 
have the highest concentration of Basque 
people in the U.S. — an ethnic group 
originating near the Bay of Biscay, which 
borders Spain and France. 

If you can’t make it there, Boise’s 
Basque Block is the next best thing. The 
area is filled with history, restaurants, 
entertainment and culture. 

Try The Basque Market, a unique 
eatery that sells Basque and Spanish food, 
cheese and wine. Depending on the day 
of the week and time of day, you can 
order from the newly revamped menu, 
enjoy the pintxos (tapas) bar or dine on 
paella made with seafood, chicken and 
chorizo. Employees say the croquetas 
— fried balls of creamy béchamel — are 
a must-try. In traditional Basque style, 
seating is communal, and food is served 
family-style.  

If you’re in the mood for a fancier 
experience, try the Zagat-recommended 
Epi’s Basque Restaurant in nearby 
Meridian. Reservations are a must at 
this five-star destination, serving dinner 
only, Tuesday to Saturday. Reviewers rave 
about old-country favorites like the lamb 
stew, tongue, baby squid in ink sauce 
and for dessert, gateau basque (a citrus-
flavored pudding cake with raspberry 
sauce) and green apple bread pudding. 
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Mural near Basque Market

Basque Market tapas sampler

Morel Mushrooms
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Huckleberry Heaven
Idahoans love to add their state fruit into pretty 

much anything imaginable from milkshakes, pancakes, 
jam, syrup and salads to licorice, salt water taffy and 
gourmet hot dishes. Entire sections of gift shops are 
devoted to the huckleberry.

This delectable purple gold fruit grows wild in Idaho’s 
mountains in the late summer, on shrubs 2- to 6-feet 
tall. You can hunt for the berries yourself without 
a permit — but watch for bears, they are big fans, 
too. Or look for roadside stands and signs outside 
restaurants advertising their huckleberry-flavored fare.  
Huckleberry hot spots throughout the state include 
areas near Priest Lake and Ponderosa State Park, and by 
the Sawtooth and Teton Mountain ranges.
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Bean-to-Bar
If high-end chocolate is your thing, Utah is the 

place. Reputed to be the craft chocolate capital of the 
world, there are at least nine small-batch, bean-to-bar 
chocolatiers in Salt Lake City, Park City and Provo. 
Among them are Ritual, Amano, Durci, Solstice, 
Millcreek Cacao Roasters, Chocolate Conspiracy and 
the Cacao Bean Project.

Not all have retail storefronts, so the easiest way to 
sample them is probably through a chocolate tasting 
class. Caputo’s Market and Deli hosts classes like Craft 
Chocolate 101 and Chocolate Wars at its downtown 
Salt Lake City and Holladay locations. Learn the 
difference between “fine” and “standard” chocolate and 
other tasty bits of info. The deli also hosts an annual 
Chocolate Festival in late fall.  

Taste in Provo has a variety of weekly chocolate 
tastings, such as fondue for two, made with in-house 
Taste Artisan Chocolate; a “lite” tasting on Thursday 
nights; and a Friday night full tasting with chocolate, 
vinegars and olive oils. Reservations are required for most 
tastings, but Taste also offers mini tastings for walk-ins. 

Solstice and Amono chocolate at Caputo's

Sample trays at Taste



Stunning Upwall Family Retreat
Michael Swan   435.659.1433
8785 N Lookout Lane
Park City, Utah

6 BD  |  8 BA  |  9,415 SF  |  $8,650,000 

LIKE NO OTHER
SELLING UTAH’S MOST DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES

View all of our listings at

SummitSothebysRealty.com
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Laurel Simmons   801.718.4681
1541 East 400 North
Lehi, Utah

Peaceful 
Setting with 

City Convenience

3 BD  |  2 BA  |  3,566 SF  |  $480,000 

Marcie Davis   435.602.9577
915 Park Avenue
Park City, Utah

A Hop, Skip 
and a Jump to 

the Town Lift

4 BD  |  5 BA  |  2,412 SF  |  $1,800,000 

Maizlish / Cregger   435.901.4309
2419 Lucky John Drive
Park City, Utah

Single Level  
on 1.5 Acres 

with Views

5 BD  |  4.5 BA  |  5,384 SF  |  $3,150,000 

Molly Crosswhite   435.602.9244
7394 Bitner Ranch Road
Park City, Utah

Timeless 
Storybook 

Equestrian Estate

6 BD  |  8 BA  |  7,800 SF  |  $3,795,000 

Molly Crosswhite   435.602.9244
4820 N Old Meadow Lane
Park City, Utah

Modern 
Farmhouse off 

Old Ranch Road

5 BD  |  5 BA  |  6,152 SF  |  $2,850,000 

Michael Swan   435.659.1433
8786 Promontory Ridge Drive
Park City, Utah

Michael Swan   435.659.1433
3401 E Pete Dye Draw
Park City, Utah

Perfect 
Location,  

Better Views

Family Estate 
on Secluded 

Aspen Camp Lot

4 BD  |  5 BA  |  8,786 SF  |  $3,425,000 

6 BD  |  7 BA  |  9,437 SF  |  $5,400,000 

Historic Old Town Living

Fully Sponsored Golf Membership
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Fit Over 50
Social Exercise

By Breanna Olaveson

In the 1960s, Hugo Jacobsmeyer was a competitive collegiate track and 
field athlete. For several decades after that, he worked as a high school 
teacher and coach for track, basketball, volleyball and other sports. These 
days the Riverton, Utah, resident enjoys competing in senior games 
competitions, including the Huntsman World Senior Games in St. George.

“I was around all these people who were 70, 80, even 90 years old, and 
I was just having a ball because they were so funny,” Jacobsmeyer says 
of the first time he competed in senior games. “There was a gentleman 
who was 90 and competing in the shot put. He’d pick it up and drop it 
in front of him and everybody would be cheering. And of course, he won 
first place, because he was the only person in his age group.”

Seniors all over the country are enjoying the 
benefits of group exercise, from official senior games 
competitions to local recreation leagues to regular 
rounds of golf to couples’ days in the gym. Combining 
physical exercise with social interaction is making their 
retirement years truly golden.

Physical Benefits
The most obvious benefits are physical — exercise 

strengthens muscles, joints and bones, improves heart 
health and blood pressure, and can help maintain a 
healthy weight. 

“Our doctor tells us that he thinks we are in such 
good shape for our age that he expects us to live another 
10 years,” says June Jeppson, a St. George resident 
who exercises with her husband six days a week for 90 
minutes a day. They are both 83. “If so, we want to feel 
good while we’re here. We don’t want to be a burden on 
our children by having strokes, heart attacks or other 
ailments that afflict senior citizens.”

Jacobsmeyer points out that regular exercise also has 
more immediate benefits. 

“One really good benefit of exercising is that it allows 
you to eat,” he says. “I’ve been blessed with a wife who 
is a great cook. When people ask me why I exercise, I 
tell them it’s so I can eat more without gaining a lot of 
weight.”

 
Social Benefits

Participating in group exercise, visiting a gym regularly 
and competing in the National Senior Games have 
another benefit in common: positive social interaction. 

“At our age, just to participate is fun,” Jacobsmeyer 
says. “It’s not like it’s highly competitive. It’s just a 
good camaraderie. We can still be active and enjoy it 
and cheer each other on.”

How to Get Started
A 2014 study by Lifestyle Interventions and 

Independence for Elders showed that taking up exercise 
at any age — even in your 70s or 80s — leads to benefits 
later on. If you would like to join an exercise group 
or team (and your doctor gives a green light), a good 
place to start is at your local recreation center or gym. 
Many have senior leagues for basketball, volleyball, 
racquetball and more.

“I would encourage a gym membership,” Jeppson 
says. “Some insurances will pay for about half of the 
annual fee, and SilverSneakers may be available at 
reduced costs.”

Jacobsmeyer also spends a lot of time with his wife at 
their local city recreation center.

“The city rec centers are awesome,” he says. “You 
have swimming, racquetball, volleyball — anything 
you’d really like to do. The key is to just do something 
on a regular basis.” 



 A  C O R P O R A T E  R E T R E A T  W I T H  

S O  M U C H  M O R E !

435-834-5341 | RUBYSINN.COM/Lumin

OVER 14,000 SQ FT OF CONFERENCE SPACE 
• State-of-the-art audio & visual equipment 
• Customizable dining/conference space
• Food-service catering • On-site entertainment  
• Multiple break-out rooms

LIKE NO OTHER
–

A seasoned agent with almost two decades 
of experience helping individuals and families 
in the purchase and sale of their homes, Liz 
enjoys matching her clients with the right 
homes and communities.

L i z  S lager
REALTOR®

801.971.2252
liz.slager@sothebysrealty.com
summitsothebysrealty.com
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 1075 N Oak Forest Road, Salt Lake City
1 5 BD  |  6 BA  |  4,965 SF  |  1.37 AC  |  $1,695,000

 379 N Connecticut Lane, Salt Lake City
2 5 BD  |  5 BA  |  5,948 SF  |  0.78 AC  |  $2,150,000

 1616 E Federal Pointe Drive, Salt Lake City
3 4 BD  |  5 BA  |  5,410 SF  |  0.56 AC  |  $2,250,000

 1589 S Devonshire Drive, Salt Lake City
4 4 BD  |  3 BA  |  5,014 SF  |  1.25 AC  |  $1,395,000



EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Zions Bank is a premier financial institution. For 145 years, our employees 
have been our most valuable resource representing all segments of the 
communities we serve and support. We offer professional development, 
many career path opportunities and rewarding benefits to all employees. 

For current opportunities, visit careers.zionsbank.com.
For more information please contact Ashley Widdekind, Corporate Recruiter, at 801-215-0033.

A division of Zions Bancorporation, N.A. Member FDIC
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Ogden Is for Lovers. 

By Brooke Wilhelmsen Photos courtesy of Visit Ogden

Ogden likes its music like it likes its downtown — unpretentious. The “music 
scene” isn’t a place where people go to be “seen.” It’s all about the music. 

With the number of music festivals and events Ogden hosts each 
summer, and the scenic backdrops in this section of the Wasatch 
Mountains, Ogden is becoming the place to be for music lovers. Here are 
a few of the city’s music events worth attending. 

Music Lovers.Summer 
Music 
Scene

Steep Canyon Rangers Band  
perform at the Ogden Music Festival
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Snowbasin’s Blues, Brews & BBQ
“I go to get out of the city,” says Ogden resident Bret 

Weston of Snowbasin’s Blues, Brews & BBQ music 
festival. “It’s nice to cool off and hang out with the 
family.” The Westons’ spot is about two-thirds of the 
way up the grassy hill to the left of the stage at Earl’s 
Lodge. They’re the ones with four young kids, a football, 
a refillable beer mug and a labradoodle. “The atmosphere 
is awesome,” he says. “They have a really good beer 
selection, and they always have pretty good bands.”

A couple thousand people, and almost as many dogs, 
relax on blankets and chairs out on the lawn to listen 
to a lineup of two to four bands play each Sunday 
afternoon. Past performers include popular bands 
like The Flobots and Los Lobos. Beer tents line the 
sidewalks next to Earl’s Lodge where attendees can grab 
some barbecue to eat while enjoying the bands. Many 
combine the weekly event with a hike or mountain bike 
ride on the trails near Snowbasin. The cool temperatures 
and clean air are a much-needed break from the valley’s 
summer heat and inversion. The calming forces at 
Snowbasin combine to create an idyllic afternoon of 
music consumption.

When: Sundays noon to 5:30 p.m. from  
June through September
Where: Earl’s Lodge, Snowbasin
Cost: Free
snowbasin.com/the-mountain/entertainment/blues-brews-bbq/ The Proper Way band performs at Slackwater Pizzeria.

The Pimps of Joytime band performs at 
Snowbasin’s Blues, Brews & BBQ.
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Ogden Twilight Concert Series
As Salt Lake’s popular Twilight Series began 

scaling back due to high costs, Ogden started its own 
downtown music series, attracting major bands from 
around the country. Sold-out performances like The 
Shins and Sylvan Esso draw crowds of nearly 7,000 
from across the valley, bolstering business for the 
restaurants and bars around the downtown Ogden 
Amphitheater.

The balance of finding beloved bands willing to play 
in a small market is a daunting task. Ogden is lucky 
to have residents like Ogden Twilight Concert founder 
Jared Allen, who are passionate enough to take on the 
job. “We’re little fish and a little market in the music 
world,” Allen says, “and it’s really hard to get the 
attention of these artists and get them here at a price 
point that allows for the inexpensive tickets.”

Ogden City invested in the amphitheater in 2017, 
adding shade canopies and upgrading the sound system. 
Add the food and drink selection from local vendors and 
$10 tickets for national acts that usually charge $30 or 
more and Twilight is a must for music lovers in the area.

When: June through August
Where: Ogden Amphitheater
Cost: $10 (your ticket doubles as a pass for the night on 
FrontRunner, TRAX or a UTA bus) 

OK GO performs during the Ogden Twilight Concert Series.

Purity Ring sings at the Ogden Twilight Concert Series.
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Peery’s Egyptian Theater Concert Series
The historic Peery’s Egyptian Theater offers a free 

Monday concert series. It’s the only indoor series on this 
list, but the Egyptian temple-inspired theater, built in 
1924, gives every performance a little character (and the 
air conditioning can be welcome in the summer heat). 
The series primarily features local Utah performers. 

When: Monday evenings
Where: Peery’s Egyptian Theater
Cost: Free
www.egyptiantheaterogden.com/events 

Ogden Music Festival
The Ogden Music Festival, organized by Ogden 

Friends of Acoustic Music, is a true, multiday music 
festival in the vein of Woodstock or Coachella. The 
festival includes three days of performers — typically 
bluegrass, blues and country — and the option to camp 
onsite. It all takes place at Fort Buenaventura, Utah’s 
oldest settlement and home of former trappers and 
missionaries in Ogden’s Wild West days. It’s an intimate 
setting and festival, but the headliner in 2019 is gospel 
and rhythm and blues legend Mavis Staples.

Fort Buenaventura is an 84-acre forested oasis, so 
peaceful it’s hard to believe you’re only a short walk 
from downtown Ogden. The Ogden River flows through 
the park, giving life to the small forested valley, and 
walking and bike paths surround the festival stage. A 
canopy of old-growth trees shelters the site. Attendees 
wander in and out of the campground, stringing up 
hammocks near the stage, grabbing a drink or bite to eat 
from one of the many food booths. 

Volunteers are stationed around the family friendly 
event, answering questions and helping people find 
water and bathrooms. Kids under 16 attend free.

When: Friday, May 31, through Sunday, June 2
Where: Fort Buenaventura Park
Cost: $40 for a one-day festival pass and up to $110 for 
a three-day pass with camping
ofoam.org/ogden-music-festival.html Ogden Music Festival

The Balsam Ridge group plays during the Ogden Music Festival.

The Steep Canyon Rangers Band performs at the Ogden Music Festival.





The Right Place for  Year-round Fun
By Natalie Hollingshead
Photos courtesy of This Is the Place Heritage Park

This Is the Place Heritage Park
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The Right Place for  Year-round Fun

Roam in and around more than 50 historic homes 
and structures at the park, including authentic Navajo 
hogans; the largest teepee west of the Mississippi; a 
one-sixth replica of the Ship Brooklyn; and the Brigham 
Young Forest Farmhouse, just to mention a few. 

Interpreters in pioneer dress and character bring history 
to life as they assist guests in panning for gold in a creek 
and engaging in old-fashioned pioneer games and chores. 
There are pony rides and a petting zoo, four trains to ride 
and a splash pad to cool off on those scorching summer 
days. Not at all historic, but a lot of fun, is the newly 
built playground with a zipline, climbing features and 
other interactive elements. There are shaded tables nearby 
and the park’s newest retail site, Roberts Frontier Cabin, 
housing a live beehive observatory.

This Is the Place isn’t a hands-off, museum-voice 
place. Kids are free to run, explore, climb and pet. 

Pioneer Children’s Memorial
Mid-summer, there will be another compelling reason 

to visit — the park plans to unveil a Pioneer Children’s 
Memorial, created in conjunction with the Days of ’47 
organization, says park Executive Director Ellis Ivory.

“The whole idea is honoring the children,” Ivory 
says. “The sacrifices of these families and immigrant 
companies was incredible, especially those who lost 
children on the trek.”

Larger-than-life bronze sculptures tell the stories of 
the epic journey, while giant stones more than 10 feet 
tall and 8 feet wide contain the engraved names of more 
than 600 pioneer children who died coming across the 
plains from 1847-1869. 

A 500-footlong water feature and wooden path 
meanders through scrub oak, starting just east of the 
historic Deseret Hospital and Quilt Museum and 
stretching north to Mary Fielding Smith’s home.

“Along the path, five bronze sculptures tell the story 
about these historic events that took place along the 
trek,” Ivory says. “We believe it’s going to be something 
not only to bring this history to life but greatly increase 
our attendance as well.”

Children are encouraged to play in the water,  
climb in the bronze wagons and otherwise engage  
with the memorial. 

Make a place on your summer bucket list for a visit to 
This Is the Place Heritage Park. Or many visits if you 
buy a season pass.

This family favorite state park attracts thousands of 
visitors each year, and for good reason. It offers guests 
of all ages a glimpse of the West as it was during 
Utah’s early settlement days. It’s filled with engaging, 
interactive experiences that can easily fill a day — and 
warrant a return visit. 

This Is the Place Heritage Park

Model of one of five bronze statues commissioned to 
be part of the Pioneer Children's Memorial.
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Season and Special Events
Consider the park’s daily events when planning 

your visit. Open year-round, attendance at the park 
is busiest in the spring and summer months. In the 
Fall, the park’s Little Haunts event is a family favorite. 
Come wintertime, Christkindlmarkt German market is 
a huge draw, with more than 80,000 guests visiting the 
park in just a few days’ time, followed by Candlelight 
Christmas, which runs select evenings in December.

The park is open the rest of the winter — minus 
Christmas and New Year’s days — but reduced ticket 
prices reflect the shuttered attractions. The train still 
operates, and if you’re in the mood to wander, it’s a 
pleasant way to spend an afternoon.

Baby Animal Season March 30-April 30 is filled with 
fluffy and furry baby creatures. In May, This Is the 
Place hosts Train Day, this year celebrating the 150th 
anniversary of driving in the final golden spike for the 
transcontinental railroad. Reenactments of that historic 
day, model train demonstrations and reduced admission 
make Train Day popular with families. 

Another big draw is Dog Day in August, where 
patrons can bring their otherwise-prohibited canine 
friends into the park for a day. “It’s become a much-
loved event at the park,” says Tresha Kramer, director of 
public relations and retail sales operations. 

Dog Day is followed by the Intermountain All-Women 
Hoop Dance Competition, said to be the only event of 
its kind in the world. Dancers from Utah and elsewhere 
come together for a competition that celebrates agility, 
poise, skill and storytelling. 

“There is something for everyone at This Is the Place 
Heritage Park,” Kramer says. 

Dog Day 

Train Day 

Baby Animal Season

Christkindlmarkt German Market
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www.itshappeninginhelper.com

The Artist's 
River house

“A stay at the 
Artist’s Riverhouse 
is truly amazing - 
it’s like living in an 

Art Gallery”
An Airbnb Guest Home

Helper, Utah

80 S. Main Street

1020 Spring Glen Road
Helper, UT

www.castlegatervpark.com

CABINS & TENTS

History 
Art 

Adventure
Heart

No longer a Gateway
It’s a destination!

Anne 
Jespersen 
Fine Arts
167 south main street

helper   utah 84526

www.ajfinearts.net

It’s happening in 
Helper!

The lincoln hotel
& Vintage mc

a private motorcyle collection

The lincoln hotel
& Vintage mc

Luxury  Airbnb Suites 
bairdmanagement19@gmail.com

54 south main street, helper, ut

Historic Conoco Airbnb
bairdmanagement19@gmail.com
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Helper
Infusing Life Into a Historic Town

By Gail Newbold

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Helper is getting a lot of help these days. A passionate posse of 
boosters is infusing life, art and money into this historic-town-
turned-artist-community sitting in the shadows of the sandstone 
Book Cliffs eight miles north of Price. 

“Our town is experiencing a renaissance right now,” says Cindy 
Lund, Helper resident and one of the town’s biggest advocates. 
“Some are predicting it will be a destination in and of itself in the 
next three to five years.”

Private motorcycle collection in the Lincoln Hotel
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“Professional visitor” Roger Brooks visited Carbon 
County last year and raved about Helper’s recent 
beautification efforts, calling the town one of the 
greatest examples of a community-wide effort that is 
making a real difference. 

A few of those efforts and plans include The Helper 
Project, a nonprofit created by Anne and Roy Jespersen 
to foster the town’s revitalization, beautification and 
promote cultural connections for the city. Tom and 
Cindy Lund recently completed Castle Gate RV Park 
with 106 sites along the river to host the growing 
influx of visitors coming to town. There are several 
new Airbnbs on Main Street and around town 
with additional new construction and renovations 
underway. There is an improved river walk, and now a 
boulder park for kids. 

“People don’t need to drive all the way to Moab 
to recreate,” Lund says. “Helper provides access to 
hiking, biking and ATV trails directly from town, plus 
so much more.” 

A Place to Wander
Intriguing rock formations, cliffs, boulders and forest 

line Utah Highway 6 en route to Helper through Price 
Canyon, making it a beautiful drive. Travel time from 
Salt Lake City is about two hours, with Helper midway 
between it and Moab.

A fun place to start your day in Helper is the Price 
River Walk. The path winds through cottonwood trees, 
has plaques about the area’s ghost towns, a swinging 
bridge, picnic tables and benches, a spacious wooden 
deck overlooking the river, and a walkable labyrinth. 
Bring your own tube if you want to float instead of walk.

Back on Main Street, owner Marsha Ellington popped 
out from the kitchen of Marsha’s Sammich Shop & 
Bakery to say hi just as we finished eating her homemade 
pecan sticky buns. “I’m world-famous,” she announced. 
“That couple who just left were from Germany. People 
from all over the world have eaten here.” 

Remarkably for such a small town, 12 art galleries and 
studios line Main Street. Other Main Street attractions 
include the fascinating Western Mining and Railroad 
Museum, historic Strand Theatre building, Happiness 
Within coffee shop, the Balanced Rock restaurant, Three 
Little Llamas shop, and a neon Zions Bank ATM sign in 
the shape of a train — an icon in the city.

Price River Walk

World's Tallest Miner outside the Western Mining and Railroad Museum

Airbnb in the Lincoln Hotel
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Town of Artists
“We have some big-name artists here who sell their 

work around the country,” Lund says proudly. “Artists 
like Ben Steele, David Dornan, David Johnsen and 
Steven Lee Adams.” 

Every month year-round, these galleries and 
working studios open from 6-9 p.m. as part of the 
town’s First Friday event, featuring established as well 
as emerging artists, food vendors, entertainment and 
kids’ activities. The 25th Helper Art, Music and Film 
Festival is Aug. 15-18.

A former art professor at the University of Utah, 
Dornan was one of the first artists to arrive in Helper 
about 20 years ago. He purchased decaying buildings, 
spruced them up and opened an art school. Some  
of his students followed suit, also buying property 
while still affordable. As artists begat more artists, 
Helper gradually metamorphized into the art 
community it is today.

“There’s a camaraderie and energy here,” Dornan 
says. “Expenses are manageable, and there is a lot of 
passion. Helper is an isolated town so there aren’t a lot 
of distractions, which makes it perfect for artists. They 
can be alone but also have peers.”

Mural in Helper

Helper Art Festival

The Strand Theatre Building
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Helping Helper
Gary DeVincent is another of the town’s boosters.  

He lovingly restored the town’s whimsical bookends 
— a gas station sitting on each end of town — one 
authentic, the other not. Both are charming. Recently, 
he moved his collection of vintage motorcycles into the 
newly remodeled Lincoln Hotel building on Main Street.

Currently, The Spike 150 Art Exhibition of Helper’s 
history in railroad, mining and landscape is being shown 
at the Anne Jesperson Fine Art Gallery in conjunction 
with the statewide Golden Spike 150th anniversary 
celebration. The exhibition continues through July.

“Zions Bank has been an invaluable partner in our 
community,” Anne Jesperson says. “They have been a 
major sponsor of the Helper Arts and Music Festival, 
helped fund art exhibitions featuring Helper artists as 
well as some of Utah’s most prestigious artists, and they 
recently brought the Youth Symphony Orchestra to 
Helper for a live performance.”

Next time you’re heading east on Utah Highway 6, 
take the Helper exit and see for yourself what the buzz 
is about. Spend an hour or spend a day, you won’t 
be disappointed. You may end up booking your next 
vacation there. 

Restored gas station

Anne Jesperson Fine Art  Gallery

Anne Jesperson in front of one 
of her paintings in her gallery

Helper Art Festival



May 3 - August 2, 2019

Opening Reception:
May 3, 4-9 pm

167 South Main Street
Helper, UT 84526
info@ajfinearts.net

Anne 
Jespersen 
Fine Arts

Image: RR Man, by Paul Davis
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 PICTURESQUE PALOUSE
EXPLORING NORTH CENTRAL IDAHO’S FOOD AND FIELDS

Basalt columns along the Snake River

Secluded swimming beaches along 
the Snake River jet boat ride

Cliff jumping on a stop along 
the Snake River jet boat ride

Rolling fields of the Palouse
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 PICTURESQUE PALOUSE By Gail Newbold

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

To the uninitiated outsider, North Central Idaho’s undulating fields of grain may not seem like a tourist destination. Once there, 
however, travelers to the Palouse find its low-key charm casts a spell that leaves them wanting to return every season of the year. 

In the spring, the fields are blanketed in lush shades of green, bright-yellow mustard and even purple camas. Summer brings 
hues of gold, and the fall harvest adds a touch of art to the scene, as farmers draw designs with their cultivation machines on live 
canvases. When the snow falls, the landscape resembles pillows of marshmallow cream. 

It isn’t just the rolling fields that capture the heart. It’s also the periodic oases of civilization dotting this unique landscape called 
the Palouse, which straddles both Idaho and Washington. Red barns and homes encircled by green lawns stand in sharp contrast 
to golden fields resembling giant sand dunes. And of course, there are other delights to be enjoyed throughout the region such as 
artisanal food, the University of Idaho Arboretum and Botanical Garden, museums, state parks, and boat tours in Hells Canyon.
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Palouse by Bike or Car
Just as opinions vary about whether coffee tastes 

better black or with cream, so they do as to whether the 
Palouse should be savored by car or bike. If possible, do 
both. They’re equally delicious. You cover more ground 
in a car and get a broader view of the pastoral beauty. 
On a bike, you’re part of the landscape. Either way, be 
sure to stop and poke around the tiny towns of Deary, 
Troy, Harvard and Moscow.

For our foray into the countryside, we opted to try 
e-bikes from Paradise Creek Bicycles in Moscow. “The 
‘e’ stands for the big equalizer, not electric,” says owner 
T. Jay Clevenger with a grin. “You can ride uphill as 
effortlessly as down.” 

He advised us to do a 24-mile roundtrip ride on the 
Latah Trail from Moscow to Troy “through some of the 
most fertile farm soil in the world and not a single sprinkler 
to be found.” An avid biker, Clevenger is intimately 
familiar with the trails and happy to offer guidance.

With smiles plastered on our faces, we sailed up and 
down the rolling hills dotted with trees and at times, 
forestland. On this day in August, the sky was blue, 
the air was clear and temperatures in the upper 60s 
— perfect conditions for a ride. The paved trail is well-
maintained and offers two pit toilets and even a tool 
stop for unexpected repairs. 

Typical beautiful view from a drive through the Palouse. 

Bikers enjoy an evening ride in the Palouse. 



NKUT Super Adoption • May 17–18
Best Friends 5K • June 8 
Best Friends Su-Purrr Adoption • July 13
Strut Your Mutt • October 12
NKUT Super Adoption • November 1–2 

For more information:  
bestfriendsutah.org

Together, we can Save Them All®
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Moscow
College towns are notoriously charming, and 

Moscow is especially so. Home to the University of 
Idaho, it’s small enough to wander on foot, old enough 
for buildings to be unique and beloved enough for 
restaurateurs to make it their home. 

We picked up a walking tour map from the Moscow 
Chamber of Commerce and Visitors Center and poked 
around the town’s pretty streets with stops at the Main 
Street Antique Mall, the Prichard Art Gallery, Moscow 
Food Co-op for fresh artisan bread, and more. From 
May to October, the Moscow Farmers Market is in full 
swing and was recently voted the No. 1 farmers market 
in all of Idaho.

The food at Maialina Pizzeria Napoletana in 
downtown Moscow was possibly the best of our entire 
trip. Think way beyond just yummy pizza. The heirloom 
tomato caprese salad was a burst of flavor combinations 
from fresh basil to locally grown tomatoes of every color 
to mozzarella and balsamic vinegar. The charcuterie plate 
included prosciutto di Parma, spicy Copa, Finocchio, 
gorgonzola, rustico pepe nero and cana di cabra. 

We ordered the pork spiedino — grilled local heritage 
pork tenderloin, local sweet onions, peppers and 
tomatoes with roasted potatoes and cauliflower with fire-
roasted jalapeno puree over celery oil, cherry mustard 
and toasted almonds. The daily fish was a grilled skin-on 
steelhead with an herb rub, cauliflower, garlic scrapes, 
Mama Lil’s peppers, heirloom tomatoes with gremolata, 
and grilled summer squash finished with celery oil. 

Our meal concluded with Butterscotch Budino — a 
blend of maldon salted caramel, crème fraiche and 
whipped cream — a party for the taste buds. 

Prichard Art Gallery

Downtown Moscow

McConnell Mansion

Selections of food from the Moscow Food Co-op buffet
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University of Idaho Arboretum
If you want the beautiful University of Idaho Arboretum 

& Botanical Garden to yourself, arrive at dusk after a 
rainstorm. It’s hard to imagine a more beautiful time to 
visit with the lowering sun casting a magical glow and 
moisture boosting the aromatic scent of cedar chips and 
sage. Open from dawn to dusk, the 45-acre arboretum 
features a 1.25-mile gravel loop trail and is divided into 
four geographical regions: Asia, Europe, and Eastern and 
Western North America. There are a variety of display 
gardens. Admission and parking are free.

University of Idaho Arboretum & Botanical Garden

University of Idaho Arboretum & Botanical Garden

University of Idaho Arboretum & Botanical Garden

University of Idaho
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ADVENTURE AWAITS...

ZIONSBANK

• Premier river outfitter offering both scenic floats and whitewater trips.

• Get an exclusive view of Jackson Hole from the river. 

• Meet a real Wyoming river guide - visit our website for employee bios.

• Use promo code ZIONSBANK for 20% off any regularly scheduled trip!

Professional 
Whitewater 

Outfitter

Best of
Jackson Hole

America 
Outdoors
Member

Rafting
America
Member

Bridger-Teton
Ntnl Forest
Permittee

www.mad-river.com | 307.733.6203

use code

for 20% off any regularly scheduled trip

Jet Boat in Hells Canyon
With a name like Hells Canyon, you might think 

people would be scared off. Instead, the opposite seems to 
be true. This 10-mile-wide canyon enjoyed by helicopter, 
jet boat or raft, is a bucket list item for many. The Snake 
River winds its way through what is said to be North 
America’s deepest river gorge at 7,993 feet. We opted to 
experience it by jet boat with Snake River Adventures. 

“We’ll be in Idaho, Washington and Oregon today,” 
our guide announced cheerfully after we boarded. From 
there, he dispensed information about the history of the 
area and pointed out birds, bighorn sheep, wildlife and 
petroglyphs. Beautiful sandy beaches dotted the journey.

“A jet boat tour is a good way to see a lot of the 
canyon if you just have one day,” says boat captain 
Eric Pardue. “Rafting trips are great as well, but with 
temperatures reaching as high as 110 degrees, a week in 
Hells Canyon can be rough.” 

Our jet boat had a covered top and removable sides 
to navigate the Snake in all conditions. Unlimited soda, 
water and a box lunch are included in the tour price. 
And because there’s a bathroom onboard, drink as 
much as you like. 

We ate lunch on picnic tables on a patio overlooking 
the river at the Garden Creek Nature Conservancy 
— a beautiful site with expansive green lawns, fruit 
orchards and wild turkeys.

The further up the Snake we traveled, the more 
beautiful the scenery. The canyon curves and the river 
narrows through cliffs of craggy gray with white rocks 
at water’s edge. The journey back to the marina is faster 
and bumpier, and fun in a different way.

Experience Lewiston’s History
To experience more of North Central Idaho’s delights, 

head south from Moscow for 40 minutes on Highway 
95 through the rolling hills of the Palouse to the city 
of Lewiston — a good base for exploring more of the 
region’s delights. Stop on your way at the top of the 
Lewiston Grade for beautiful city and river views. 
Lewiston’s Hampton Inn & Suites is one of the newer 
hotels in the area and a comfortable and convenient 
place to stay while visiting.

One of Idaho’s earliest permanent settlements, 
Lewiston has some of the state’s finest historic buildings. 
Check out the Lewis-Clark Center for Arts & History, 
the Lewiston City Library, Morgan’s Alley, the Nez 
Perce County Historical Society Museum and more in 
the city’s tree-lined historic district.

Great Blue Heron on jet boat trip

Pronghorn on jet boat trip

Jet boat trip

Waterfall stop on the jet boat trip.

Petraglyphs on jet boat trip
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Hells Gate State Park and Lewis and Clark 
Discovery Center

A short walk from the boat marina located inside 
Hells Gate State Park is the well-done Lewis and 
Clark Discovery Center. We particularly enjoyed the 
beautiful grounds set alongside the Snake River with 
fascinating displays of the details of Lewis and Clark’s 
epic journey. One of these illustrated the candles they 
ate when starving, how they smoked salmon over a fire 
and how they built canoes. 

Pick up a trail map and hike, bike or jog on one of the 
many paths inside the park. Bike and kayak rentals are 
available in the park.

Nez Perce National Historical Park
Don’t miss the video at the Nez Perce National 

Historical Park, which netted an Emmy nomination. 
Located about 10 miles east of Lewiston in Spalding, 
the park features a townsite, cemetery and museum with 
hands-on exhibits and artifacts and is well worth a visit.

Getting to the Palouse
You’ll probably head to the region from the Spokane 

International Airport or from Coeur d’Alene. If coming 
from the latter, you’ll have to decide which picturesque 
route to take — Interstate 90 to Highway 97 (Lake 
Coeur d’Alene Scenic Byway) or Interstate 90 to 
Highway 3 (White Pine Scenic Byway). Both are about 
two hours and 30 minutes, and beautiful in different 
ways. Each passes through sections of the Palouse as 
well as by lakes, streams, meadows, pines, wetlands and 
more. (If you’re in a hurry, consider taking the not-so-
scenic Highway 95 for an hour and a half.)

We drove one scenic route arriving, and the other 
when leaving. The day we arrived, the smell of rain on 
the freshly harvested fields was intoxicating. The day we 
left, the sun turned the fields a brilliant gold in contrast 
to the blue skies and green trees. 

Floating and fishing on the Snake River

Sculpture in historic Lewiston



No-questions-asked warranty + no-surprises price = no brainer.

“ Having an expert do it all for me at a price that fits my own budget? Why would I ever DIY?” 
Budget Blinds gives you a very exclusive combination of design-driven products, expert service, no-surprises pricing, 
and our no-questions-asked warranty: the best in the business. We’re the largest custom window covering company  
in North America, and that means more buying power, and more choices. We bring the store to you and take care of  
it all, measure and install. And our no-surprises pricing means you get an upfront price that is a custom fit for you.  
We believe everyone at every budget deserves style and service. And that’s a beautiful place to be. 

©2017 Budget Blinds, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Budget Blinds is a trademark of Budget Blinds, LLC and a Home Franchise 
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budgetblinds.com 
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Pre-Broadway Premiere! The musical about 
Hollywood’s tough guy in tap shoes.
CAGNEY
Book by Peter Colley
Music and Lyrics by Robert Creighton & Christopher McGovern
September 20 – October 5, 2019

A new play based on a true  story.
THE LIFESPAN OF A FACT
By Jeremy Kareken & David Murrell and Gordon Farrell
Based on the essay/Book by John D’Agata and Jim Fingal
November 1 – 16, 2019

Broadway’s funniest smash hit and international phenomenon — 
about the play that can’t get anything right.
THE PLAY THAT GOES WRONG
by Henry Lewis, Jonathan Sayer and Henry Shields
December 6 – 21, 2019

An epic power struggle full of 
intrigue and betrayal!
MARY STUART
by Jean Stock Goldstone and John Reich
January 10 – 25, 2020

2018 Tony Award® – Best Musical Revival
ONCE ON THIS ISLAND
Book and Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens. Music by Stephen Flaherty.
Based upon the novel “My Love, My Love” by Rosa Guy.
February 21 – March 7, 2020

World Premiere! 
ASS
By Ellen Simon
March 27 – April 11, 2020

Hear ye, Broadway! Welcome to the ‘90s... the 1590s!
SOMETHING ROTTEN!
Book by Karey Kirkpatrick and John O’Farrell. Music and Lyrics by Wayne 
Kirkpatrick and Karey Kirkpatrick. Conceived by Karey Kirkpatrick 
and Wayne Kirkpatrick. 
May 8 – 23, 2020

Pioneer Theatre Company continues to offer a 
wide range of exceptional theatre exploring 

the breadth of the human experience.

This season’s line up will challenge the 
intellect, stir emotions, ignite your imagination 

and encourage conversation! 

Season ticket subscribers receive the 
best seats, at the best prices and discounts 
on additional shows before they go on sale.

Reserve your seats today!

2019 | 2020 SEASON

true-ish-
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How to Make, Not Just Take Pictures

By Mary Harper and Jens Nielsen

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Today, everyone is a photographer.
That isn’t sarcasm, it is reality. Rapid advances in technology and the 

rise of social media make it possible to snap and share every aspect 
of life, from major milestones to your morning coffee. More than just 
possible, these photos are desirable and sought after. Close friends, 
family members, high school acquaintances and even like-minded 
strangers look for these photos to find connection and camaraderie.  

FOR BETTER PHOTOS
SIMPLE TIPS
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The result is that more people are taking and sharing 
photos than ever before. However, there is a distinction 
between those who take pictures, and those who make 
them. Some people point a camera or phone and press a 
button. Others are intentional about the artistic framing 
of the image. 

If your photos aren’t saying all you want them to, try 
applying a few of these simple artistic and technical tips. 

Rule of Thirds
The rule of thirds is simple, easy to remember, and 

easy to apply to create instantly better photographs.
Divide the camera frame into thirds horizontally and 

vertically. Place the key element of your photo at the 
intersection of these lines or along the lines. Your viewer 
gets more context, which makes it a better photograph. 
Most camera viewfinders and phone camera apps have 
an overlay you can turn on to see the thirds as you line 
up your shot. 

Understand Horizons and Planes
When your frame is divided by a single, dominant 

line, where you place that line within the frame is key. 
You encounter this in landscape photography with 
actual horizons, but there is a point in every photo 
where the horizontal meets the vertical.

Choose where to place the horizon using the rule of 
thirds and these questions: Which part of the photo is 
the most interesting? How do you want to make people 
feel by including more or less of that in your image? 
Create drama and show priority by having your primary 
subject break the plane.
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Angles and Point of View
Shooting the same subject or situation from different 

angles communicates different things. 
For example, shooting down on a toddler from 

standing height makes him look smaller. It enlarges 
features closer to the camera and diminishes those 
below. This can be an adorable, stylized angle. Maybe 
it tells a story about how you feel protective of a small, 
vulnerable grandchild. 

If you want to capture the toddler more true-to-life 
form (and assign him importance in the frame by having 
him break the horizon) squat down so the lens is at his 
eye level. This image communicates the child is learning, 
growing or gaining independence.

Alternately, shooting up on a subject like a mountain 
or rock star on a stage makes them look taller and  
more imposing. 

Get in Close
A picture of a bouquet you received for your birthday 

is easy, right? Fit the flowers into the frame and shoot. 
But moving in closer on a favorite flower, or filling the 
frame with an interesting subsection of the bouquet, 
records that memory in a different and perhaps more 
powerful way. 

Shooting from multiple angles and distances is a 
great way to really capture an object, place or event. 
Take wide shots for ambience, but move in to capture 
details. A digital zoom (pinching on your phone screen) 
is really just “pre-cropping.” You end up recording less 
information, so your photos are more likely to be grainy 
or blurry. For better photos without pinching, you and 
your camera should move closer to your subject. 
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Photography Is Light
You can’t take a photo without light. The word 

photo literally means light. It is possible to take photos 
without much light, but that requires more camera 
control. Whenever possible use natural light, outdoors 
or through a window. Natural light is generally the most 
flattering with a neutral color cast. Artificial light is a 
little harder to deal with because it generally has a warm 
or cool tone and can be unflattering. 

Still, there are times when you take a photo in 
unnatural or low light because that is the environment 
of the story. Make sure the most important areas are lit 
best so you can capture their details. Have people face 
the light, rather than stand in front of it. If you must 
have people stand in front of the light source it will be 
difficult to get detail in their facial features, so consider 
making the shot more artistic, a profile or silhouette.

Contrast Is Key
There is a lot to learn about whites and blacks 

in photography — but the first thing, and the most 
important, is to have both in every image. 

Most entry-level cameras and phones auto-expose 
your image based on the light in the scene you are 
shooting. Tapping or focusing on the brightest part 
of the frame forces the camera to expose for detail in 
the lighter parts of the image, which may make your 
shadows too dark to see detail. Tapping on the darkest 
point forces it to expose for the darks — which may 
make your whites too bright. The key is to find a point 
in the middle where you have both black and white and 
enough detail to make you happy. 

Lots of cameras are taking out the guesswork with an 
automatic HDR setting (High Dynamic Range). When 
you shoot HDR your camera actually takes three images 
almost simultaneously — one over-exposed and bright, 
one under-exposed and dark, and one in the middle. 
The camera then combines them into one image that has 
both the highlights and shadows without losing detail.

The More You Know
Taking better photographs that tell your story more 

effectively is exciting. Applying these tips will help, but 
classes are also available for those with digital single-lens 
reflex cameras looking to develop more skills. Pictureline 
in Salt Lake City keeps a list of local photography classes, 
some in their own classroom and many others in the area.  
Pictureline’s staff members are also happy to answer 
anyone’s artistic and technical questions. 
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SUITED FOR GOOD
Charity Outfits Those in Need

By Deanna Devey

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Emmanuel Lotubai is a refugee from South Sudan earning 
a computer engineering degree from the University of Utah. 
Even though there is a lot on his mind as he prepares for 
his upcoming internship interviews, there’s one thing he 
won’t have to worry about: finding a suit to wear. 

That’s because UWM Men’s Shop and its charity, Suited 
for Good, gave him one.

“People doing the interviews look at how you present 
yourself,” Lotubai says. “So having a suit is one of the 
greatest things that will help me.” 

Suited For Good Founder and President BJ Stringham
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Not only does Suited for Good donate tailored suits 
to refugees, but the nonprofit gives suits to anyone 
undergoing a challenge. In two years, it donated more 
than 600 suits to deserving individuals. The company 
coordinates with its customers to find people in need 
who would appreciate a new suit. 

“We’re trying to level the playing field,” says BJ 
Stringham, the charity’s founder and president of UWM, 
an upscale men’s clothing store in downtown Salt 
Lake City formerly known as Utah Woolen Mills. “We 
empower the man inside. If you can eliminate the barriers 
physical appearance creates, the possibilities are endless.”

Something as simple as a suit goes a long way to help 
people overcoming homelessness, health challenges and 
the difficulties of resettlement. 

“Suits cost a lot so to get one for free was an extra 
relief off my chest,” Lotubai says. “I don’t think I 
could’ve bought a suit myself. I just want to thank them 
for what they did for me and the other students.” 

Photos and thank you 
notes from participants
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Creating a Charity
Suited for Good began in 2016 after a client asked 

Stringham to donate a suit for an auction benefitting a 
friend with brain cancer. Stringham attended the event 
and left feeling that he should do more to help people. 

“I called up my dad and relayed the experience 
to him,” Stringham says. “I was very emotional. I 
said, ‘We’ve got to do something with our business. 
We’ve got a great clientele. We are a solid business. 
We should be able to harness all of our strengths into 
something we could do in our community.’”

He eventually came up with the idea of giving 
away suits. Some tried to discourage him, saying 
it would be too expensive. There was one friend, 
however, who said, “BJ, you’ve got to do it. The 
coolest thing is that every success in your business 
equates to success in your community.”  

Suits on the Move
In the beginning, most suit recipients visited UWM 

Men’s Shop to get outfitted. Then Stringham decided 
to expand the charity’s reach to rural areas and even 
to other states.

To accomplish that, his parents purchased a 
motorhome, filled it with suits and took Suited 
for Good on the road. Recipients show up for 
appointments just like they do in the store. 

“I want the motorhome to go across the country 
and be something our family is known for,” Stringham 
says. “I want to see it grow and touch more people.” 

Suits are distributed nationwide.

BJ Stringham puts 
the finishing touches on 
a Suited For Good participant.
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COLLABORATING TO 
CHANGE SCHOOLS
Ogden’s Bonneville Elementary Successfully 
Implements Turnaround Program

By Breanna Olaveson

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Everyone knows it takes a village to raise a child. And the teachers, 
staff, administrators and students at Bonneville Elementary School in 
Ogden know it takes a village to raise a school — specifically, from a 
failing grade to an excellent one.

“We took an all-hands-on-deck approach,” says Shauntelle Cota, 
principal of Bonneville Elementary School. “Improving the school’s 
performance involved a lot of partnerships with the district and 
community. We couldn’t do it just as a school. We needed outside 
support and resources from people who could see things from a 
different perspective.”

Principal Shauntelle Cota
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 toImprovements to the school’s test scores and teaching 
performance came after Bonneville was designated a “turnaround” 
school in 2015. Under Utah’s School Turnaround and Leadership 
Development Act, passed in 2015, Utah schools that perform in the 
bottom 3 percent are designated as turnaround schools and have 
three years to improve in certain areas.

To say the school succeeded would be an understatement. 
The school, which had an “F” grade in 2015, was rated a “B” 
school two years into the program, making it the most improved 
turnaround school in Utah at the time.

“It’s really exciting,” Cota says. “The teachers feel good about 
the progress they’ve made and what we’ve all done to lay a strong 
foundation for the future.”

As of Fall 2018, Bonneville Elementary School is no longer 
designated as a turnaround school. Janice Bukey, who was brought 
to Bonneville to lead the turnaround process as principal, has 
moved on to another school. Cota, who became school principal in 
2018, is leading the school toward a bright future. 

Here’s how they did it.
 

Teaching the Whole Child
While turnaround status is largely based on low test 

scores, Bonneville’s administration and staff knew those 
scores told only part of the story.

“We had to look at the whole child,” Cota says. “We 
had to look not only at their academic needs, but also 
their social, emotional, learning and other needs. We 
looked at not only their cognitive skills but also their 
behavioral and social skills.”

Many students at Bonneville come from homes where 
trauma is present, and a high percentage of students 
receive free and reduced lunch benefits. 

“We’d be remiss if we overlooked the fact that those 
factors would affect their academics,” Cota says. 
“Looking at the whole child, and not just the test score, 
helped us better understand what we could do to fill in 
the gaps in a way that would help them be successful 
both in school and in life later on.” 

Enlisting Help From the Community
Once students’ needs were identified, Bonneville 

reached out to the community. A local community 
council now meets with school officials to give input on 
programs and help with other decisions. 

New reading programs were introduced to the school. 
Teachers received more staff assistance. The school 
implemented “student intervention time” to assess and 
address students’ individual needs. Ed Direction, a Salt 
Lake City-based company that gives support to turnaround 
schools, partnered with Bonneville Elementary to provide 
teacher training. Test scores improved.

Looking to the Future
Now that the turnaround period is over, it might seem 

like the work is done. But Cota and her staff know this 
is only the beginning.

“We want to continue increasing the rigor of our 
classes and seeing test scores continue to improve,” Cota 
says. “But we have built a solid foundation.”  

Principal Cota works with  
students at Bonneville Elementary.



 

www.bearlakeloghomes.com       208-945-2988    
11 N. Main (Hwy 89)       Bloomington, ID  83223 

 

Bear Lake Log Homes, Inc. 
Building Quality Custom Homes Since 1973 
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KATHLEEN PETERSON

Travel, Religion and 
Heritage Shape Artist’s 
Unique Style

By Deanna Devey 

Photos by Kamilla Earlywine

As the saying goes, it’s not what you know, but who 
you know. Spring City artist Kathleen Peterson says 
her career is an example of this. Her first big break 
came thanks to her mom. 

“She knew I wanted to be an illustrator, and that I 
had no idea how to get started,” Peterson says. “It’s 
really hard to get your foot in the door, but my mom 
is a dynamo. She said, ‘I’m going to write a book 
you can illustrate.’”
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That’s exactly what Peterson’s mom did. She wrote a 
book about family traditions called “Roots and Wings,” 
and Peterson illustrated it.

“She took it to Deseret Book, and they published it,” 
Peterson says. 

Since then, Peterson has illustrated numerous books, 
including the “Girls Who Choose God” series about 
women from the Bible and Book of Mormon, and 
“World of Faith,” reprinted for the 2002 Salt Lake 
Winter Olympics.

Right Place and Time
Peterson’s opportunities came because of people 

she knew including Pat Bagley, cartoonist with the 
Salt Lake Tribune, because he was dating a family 
member. In another instance, she collaborated with a 
cousin on a project. 

“I just happened to be in the right places at the right 
times,” Peterson says. “I was really lucky.”

Even with her success illustrating books, Peterson 
sees herself as more of a painter than an illustrator. 
She focuses on fine art, including oil painting and 
watercolor. Each piece has her signature style, cultivated 
over many years and influenced by time living in 
Hawaii, the Virgin Islands and Malaysia.

“My work is very stylized,” Peterson says. “I would 
call my art, narrative art. I think that title fits really well 
because my illustrations and paintings both tell stories.”

 Patrick Dougherty: 
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Always an Artist
Originally from Provo, Peterson started drawing as a 

child and giving her sketches to fellow classmates. 
“No one ever told me I wasn’t an artist so I began 

thinking I was an artist,” Peterson says. “It was always 
what I wanted to do since I was a little girl.” 

At BYU, she studied graphic design, which at that time 
focused on advertising layout. Advertising wasn’t her 
career goal, so she continued studying different types of 
art after graduation. She experimented with watercolors, 
oil paints, pastels, ink and acrylic. She even learned batik, 
which is painting with wax and dye on fabric. 

Since those early days, Peterson has completed 
thousands of paintings with her distinctive style. 

“I think an artist’s hand or mind is kind of like a 
filter,” Peterson says. “If you paint or draw enough, 
your style just comes out.”

Peterson recently completed illustrating the third 
book in the “Girls Who Choose God” series. She is also 
working on several large format paintings and wants to 
put together a mural.  

“I’m learning and growing all the time so I hope I 
have not done my best painting yet,” Peterson says. “I 
hope it’s still to come.” 
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In 2009, she enrolled at MIT to learn how to 
commercialize Kean’s technologies. Initially interested 
in electronic waste, Bakaya spent a summer in India 
to study it at the ground level. That summer proved to 
be a turning point: “What I saw was that the metal in 
e-waste had a lot of value, but plastics were either being 
burned or dumped irresponsibly into the environment. 
That motivated me to focus on plastic waste,” she says.

Plastics to Clean Fuel
In 2011, Bakaya and chemical engineer Benjamin 

Coates launched PK Clean — named after Percy Kean 
and now known as Renewlogy — using the process of 
catalytic depolymerization. 

“The ultimate aim of our process is to take mixed 
and contaminated plastic waste and convert them back 
into the monomers, which are the basic building blocks 
of plastics to make virgin plastics, diesel and other 
petrochemical products,” Bakaya explains. 

Renewlogy’s facilities convert low-grade plastics into 
high-value, clean fuel with zero toxic emissions. It can 
convert a metric ton of plastic everyday into 2,500 
gallons of fuel like diesel, kerosene and other light oils.

Regarding the buzz about banning plastics, Bakaya 
says, “Plastic is not evil in itself. It is just that we have 
been stuck in a linear economy where we produce and 
landfill plastics.”

Renewlogy’s goal is to create a sustainable circular 
economy where plastics can have an infinite life.

In the Public Eye
Bakaya’s innovative solution to global plastic 

pollution catapulted her onto the world stage. She’s 
garnered a lot of attention for her work, including being 
a featured speaker on Ted Talks. She was recognized by 
Forbes 30 under 30, Forbes 40 under 40 and Cartier’s 
Women’s Initiative, to name a few.

Currently, Renewlogy has operational facilities in 
Salt Lake City and Nova Scotia, Canada, with plans 
underway for a plant in Phoenix. 

Bakaya sees a future where her facilities are deployed 
worldwide, especially in developing countries with 
poor waste management. This year, its Renew Oceans 
initiative will focus on the Ganges River; bio-fences 
along the river’s head will divert plastics from entering 
the ocean. By creating value for low-grade plastics 
needed as feedstock for their facilities, Renewlogy also 
empowers river communities in developing countries to 
improve their livelihood by collecting them.

Of all the plastics produced, only 9 percent are 
recycled. Landfills and oceans are filling up with 
unwanted plastics. With Bakaya’s breakthrough 
technology, the social impact is far reaching and her 
future limitless as the world grapples with how to live 
responsibly in a “plastics age.” 

Renewlogy founder and CEO Priyanka Bakaya grew up in Australia 
where nature was her playground. Close family friend and chemist Percy 
Kean’s home also became her playground. 

“It was like playing in a giant chemistry lab — a space where (Percy) 
was constantly inventing cleaners and technology, which always sparked 
my imagination as a child,” Bakaya says.

Her father was an entrepreneur of financial services. “I was always 
intrigued by entrepreneurship because I saw my dad’s passion for what 
he did,” Bakaya says. It was in this climate of innovation, science and 
entrepreneurship that young Bakaya grew up with big dreams.

By Maggie Hong
Photo courtesy 
of Priyanka Bakaya

Renewing Plastic Waste Into Fuel

PRIYANKA BAKAYA

 Seeds of Innovation 
After graduating from Lauriston Girls’ School, Bakaya 

left Australia to study at Stanford. She then worked for 
three years at Lehman Brothers as a research analyst in 
the oil and energy industry. During her stint at Lehman, 
oil prices were high, which inspired Bakaya to consider 
the feasibility of one of Kean’s earlier inventions of 
plastic fuel conversion.
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Your construction project isn’t about a building — it’s about taking your business to the
next level. Whether you’re looking to develop a warehouse, recreation center, store, 
apartment, library or office space, we’ll focus on your short-term project so you can      
focus on your long-term goals. Easy, on-time and on-budget. That’s the R&O promise. 
We sweat the small stuff so you don’t have to, from the groundbreaking through the 
ribbon cutting. Give us a call and let us go to work for you.

WE SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF
SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO. 
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Ingram’s Jewelers is known for offering high-
quality and beautiful inventory like custom bridal sets, 
earrings, bracelets and necklaces. The shop has two 
in-house goldsmiths to handle custom orders and a 
network of ring manufacturers so customers get exactly 
the piece they want.

Ingram is well-established in the industry and stays 
current with trends. He knows what inventory to bring 
into the store. He has developed long-term partnerships 
with designers, suppliers and manufacturers, as well as 
with customers. In fact, he’s serving the grandchildren 
of customers his father helped. For some, shopping at 
Ingram’s is a family tradition.

With one son involved, Ingram’s is now a third-
generation business. The Ingrams work hard to create 
a family feel in the shop. They offer repair work, free 
cleanings and refinishing work for the life of your 
jewelry piece.

Ingram’s Jewelers
361 A St.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
208-522-0505 
www.ingramsjewelers.com

SPEAKING ON BUSINESS 
HOSTED BY CHRIS REDGRAVE 
See www.speakingonbusiness.com for radio listings.

When it comes to fine jewelry, there’s an implied commitment that 
it will last a lifetime and become a legacy piece. Ingram’s Jewelers 
understands this responsibility.

Owner Stan Ingram shops worldwide to handpick the unique 
pieces he sells. He is the second generation involved with Ingram’s 
Jewelers, which his father founded. This year, the Idaho Falls business 
celebrates its 50th anniversary.

Stan Ingram
Photos by Kevin Kiernan

INGRAM’S JEWELERS



SUNDANCE  TRUSTS US TO 
DELIVER STATE OF THE ART 
AUDIO AND VISUAL FOR 
THEIR EVENTS,
ISN’T IT TIME YOU DID TOO?
Our goal is exceptional customer satisfaction as we provide video, lighting, staging, and 
audio for our clients events using the latest state-of-the-art technological equipment.

Call today 866-655-9898 www.wasatchav.com

2019 Utah Heart & Stroke Walk 
Sugar House Park

Saturday September 14th, 2019
8 AM - 11 AM

Be a Heart & Stroke Walk Hero.
Results with every step.

Donations for the Utah Heart & Stroke Walk fund 
lifesaving research. That means when you join us, 

YOU are responsible for saving lives. And if that 
doesn't make you want to do a victory dance... 

well, we don't know what will. 

Show your support today at 
heartwalkutah.org
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Globus Relief
1775 W. 1500 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
801-977-0444 
www.globusrelief.org

SPEAKING ON BUSINESS 
HOSTED BY CHRIS REDGRAVE 
See www.speakingonbusiness.com for radio listings.

Ash Robinson, president and CEO of the Globus Relief organization, 
gathers medical supplies from manufacturers, hospitals, clinics and 
medical distribution companies and matches these resources with 
medical mission teams around the world. 

Ash Robinson
Photos courtesy of Globus Relief

GLOBUS RELIEF
The supplies include everything from reusable and 

disposable medical items to devices for surgical procedures. 
The organization’s mission is to bridge the gap 

between those with supplies and the people and 
countries in tremendous need of these supplies.

Globus Relief partners with more than 800 charity 
organizations that supply these products. It has also 
redirected more than 16 million pounds of products from 
local landfills and sent them around the world, improving 
countless lives. Approximately 80 percent of the resources 
supplied by Globus are donated and 20 percent are 
purchased on the secondary market. One hundred percent 
of financial donations go to those in need.

Globus Relief understands that when people are 
facing health care issues, their productivity goes down. 
According to the organization’s research, this accounts 
to a loss of $1.5 trillion a year around the world. 

Besides the obvious humanitarian initiative of 
Globus Relief, the organization has tried to address this 
productivity issue for 22 years with the medical resources 
they send to 150 countries and territories worldwide. 



FOR YOUR GLOBAL CASH NEEDS
Zions Bank is for you.

Greetings, Jet-setter! Get ready to take off on your next trip outside the country by taking care of your currency conversion needs. Zions 
Bank Foreign Exchange Services buys and sells about 80 international currencies, so we can get you all set for your time abroad.  

Visit one of these offices offering immediate transactions in select foreign currencies: 
 

Visit any other local Zions Bank to place an order. Your order will be available for pickup within 2-5 business days6 
Initiate a request via Online Banking. Shipping and handling costs apply7 and are deducted from your account8 

View current exchange rates on our handy Currency Converter at Zionsbank.com. 
To check the availability of a specific currency, call 801-844-7070, 800-818-0344,  

or email foreignexchangeservi@zionsbancorp.com

Ammon4 - 2540 E. Sunnyside Rd 

Boise Main2 - 800 W. Main Street 

Lewiston3 - 2997 Thain Grade 

Twin Falls4 - 1863 Blue Lakes Blvd North

Bountiful5 - 5 North Main Street 

Cedar City5 - 3 South Main 

Draper4 - 12271 S. 900 E. 

Foothill5 - 1304 S. Foothill Drive 

Heber5 - 20 North Main 

Holladay5 - 4641 South 2300 East 

Logan4 - 133 East 1400 North 

Park City4 - 1483 Newpark Blvd 

Provo Region2 - 180 North University Ave. 

St. George Main2 - 40 East St. George Blvd. 

Salt Lake City Main1 - 1 South Main St. 

South Ogden4 - 5635 S. Harrison Blvd. 

West Valley City5 - 2950 W. 3500 S.

A division of Zions Bancorporation, N.A. Member FDIC 
1 Currencies immediately available at the Salt Lake City Main Office include Australia Dollar, Brazil Real, Canada Dollar, Switzerland Franc, China Yuan, Denmark Kroner, European Union Euro, United Kingdom 

Pound Sterling, Hong Kong Dollar, Japan Yen, Mexico Peso, Norway Kroner, New Zealand Dollar and Sweden Kronor.
2Currencies immediately available at the Boise Main, Provo Region and St. George Main Offices include Australia Dollar (AUD), Canada Dollar (CAD), Euro (EUR), Japan Yen (JPY), Mexico Peso (MXN), and United Kingdom Pound (GBP)

3Currencies immediately available at Lewiston Office include Euro (EUR), and United Kingdom Pound (GBP)
4Currencies immediately available at the Twin Falls, Ammon, Logan, South Ogden, Newpark, and Draper Offices include Canada Dollar (CAD), Euro (EUR), Mexico Peso (MXN), and United Kingdom Pound (GBP)

5Currencies immediately available at the Bountiful, Heber, Foothill, Holladay, West Valley City, and Cedar City Offices include Euro (EUR), Mexico Peso (MXN), and United Kingdom Pound (GBP)
6Some currencies may take more time. Shipping and handling costs may apply.

7Your account is charged based on Zions Bank’s current exchange rate for the requested currency, plus shipping and handling.
8Online orders are sent to the mailing address on record for your Zions Bank® Online Banking account. Foreign currency banknotes cannot be delivered to a PO Box.
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These, and other artifacts, have been assembled to educate and inspire millions of Utahns and visitors from 
across the globe for this 150th anniversary celebration. 

Don’t miss your chance to see artifacts from the transcontinental railroad.

spike150.org
LEARN MORE

Start: Traveling from the National Archives and 
Stanford University, see the original 1862 Pacific 
Railway Act signed by President Abraham Lincoln.

Finish:  For the first time since May 10, 1869, see 
three out of four of the spikes used at Promontory 
Summit to signify the completion of the railroad.

Utah State Capitol Gold Room | Free and open to the public 
May 3rd – June 24th 

Monday – Thursday: 9:00am-8:00pm  •  Friday – Sunday: 9:00am-6:00pm

Start to Finish:
See How Lincoln Left His Mark on Utah History
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Profile a Day
I began writing a profile of one of the World War II 

fallen on his 100th birthday on Jan. 1, 2017. In more 
than two years, I’ve written 700-plus profiles. My plan 
is to continue until Sept. 2, 2020, the 75th anniversary 
of the end of World War II. It has been an enriching 
experience filled with many touching stories.

One is about Frank Winterling, who joined the Marines 
two days after Pearl Harbor. He was worried about his 
kid brother Joe, a Marine caught in the Philippines when 
the Japanese invaded. Joe was later killed defending 
Corregidor Island. Frank was sent to Guadalcanal 
where he was killed a few months later when Japanese 
battleships shelled Henderson Field. His parents had 
no other children. When his 54-year-old father learned 
of Frank’s death, he also joined the Marines and was 
assigned stateside guard duty during the war.

REMEMBERING THE WWII FALLEN

By Don Milne

 A Blog a Day
Zions Bank’s Financial Literacy Manager Don Milne has a unique pastime. 
Every day he writes a profile about one of the World War II fallen on what 
would have been their 100th birthday. His daily stories have been read by 
more than one million people at ww2fallen100.blogspot.com.

Every so often you hear news about an Honor Flight taking World War 
II veterans to visit the World War II Memorial in Washington, D.C. The 
centerpiece of the memorial is the Freedom Wall with 4,048 gold stars, 
each representing 100 of the World War II fallen. 

While we rightly honor our dwindling World War II vets, if you ask them, 
they would give much credit to their comrades who never came home. 
The Vietnam War Memorial lists the names of all the fallen, but the World 
War II fallen remain nameless at their memorial. 

As a student of history, I thought it would be a worthwhile project to tell 
the stories behind the gold stars.

Don Milne at the National D-Day Memorial in Bedford, Virginia
Photos courtesy of Don Milne



Killed Trying to Drop Supplies
George Hutchison, another fallen vet, was a B-29 

Superfortress pilot. On the day the Japanese were 
designated to sign surrender papers and end the war, 
George’s plane was out of service. He could have stayed 
on base. However, his unit was selected to do a flyover 
above Tokyo Bay during the surrender ceremony on the 
USS Missouri. Instead of joining another crew for that 
historic event, he responded to a request for a bomber to 
drop much needed supplies into a prisoner of war camp 
in Japan. 

George joined as a third pilot, a common practice for 
the long flight from Saipan to Japan. After heading out, 
the plane developed mechanical problems and turned 
back. It circled the island for a few hours to burn off 
fuel for a safer landing. Unfortunately, the landing was 
not successful, and the plane broke in half. Those in the 
front half, including George, were killed.

It’s hard to deny that the war these fallen vets helped 
win created a land of prosperity unmatched in history. We 
owe them a big thank you for the country we have now.

This year I will be writing about those born in 1919. 
Anyone who knows of a World War II fallen born that 
year who would like to see him profiled can email me at 
ww2fallen100@gmail.com. 
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Frank Winterling George Hutchison



The brand new Argyros Performing Arts Center is a high
tech performance and event facility designed to inspire and 
enrich artists, residents and visitors from around the world. 

Music and dance. Live theater and film. Speakers and 
educational workshops. Proud presenter of performances 
from local nonprofit partners to national and international 
guest artists.

The Argyros has something for everyone. For complete 
details of performances from our inaugural season and to 
purchase tickets, please visit theargyros.org.

ARGYROS PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
120 Main St. South  •  PO Box 4921  •  Ketchum, ID 83340

208.726.7872  •  theargyros.org

Argyros Performing Arts Center is a project of the Sun Valley Performing Arts, 
which is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) charitable organization.

Sun Valley is known for its natural beauty.  
Now there is an indoor playground as 
captivating as the one that surrounds it.
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BUSINESS RESOURCE CENTER

Helping Small Business Owners

By Breanna Olaveson

When Molly Kohrman decided to open up her late-night brownie shop, 
she needed help fulfilling her business plan. 

Kohrman heard about a free resource at Zions Bank that helps 
entrepreneurs learn what they need to do before starting a business. It 
was there that she met Greg Cassat, director of the Zions Bank Business 
Resource Center located at 310 S. Main in Salt Lake City. 

Creating a Plan
Entrepreneurs requesting a business 

loan from Zions Bank must first come 
with a business plan and financial 
projections. A major function of the 
Business Resource Center is  helping 
clients prepare these items. 

“Ideally, we’d all like to make 
sure the plan makes sense before we 
spend a lot of time and money to 
start the business,” Cassat says. “A 
lot of people get so excited about 
their products and services that they don’t think much 
about things like who will buy the product, who their 
competitors are, how many people would be willing to 
buy the product and so forth.”

Many entrepreneurs who come through the resource 
center are referred by Zions Bank loan officers, but 
that referral is not required. The main purpose of the 
resource center, Cassat says, is to help people start and 
run better businesses.

Someone to Help
“A lot of people don’t know about the process a bank 

goes through to approve a loan, and I can help demystify 
that,” he says. “My job is not to assess whether a 
business idea is a good one or a bad one; my job is to help 
entrepreneurs think about their business in a structured 
way so they can come to a conclusion on their own.”

Cassat is a former financial coach for Rich Dad 
Coaching, a business created by Robert Kiyosaki, author 
of “Rich Dad, Poor Dad.” Cassat is also an entrepreneur 
and real estate investor with military experience, which 
enables him to help clients in unique ways. 

“The mindset piece is the most important piece,” he 
says. “A lot of people don’t do things simply because 
they don’t believe that they can. My job is to show them 
that anybody can start their own business. All it takes is 
an idea and a willingness to follow that through.”

Continuing Support and Resources
As every business owner knows, a good business 

plan isn’t enough to guarantee success. In the days, 
months and years after starting a business, entrepreneurs 
need continuing support and resources. The Business 
Resource Center offers plenty of both.

“I know a lot of people who offer services who I  
can reach out to in order to get the right kind of help  
for the client, no matter what stage of business they’re 
in,” Cassat says.

To schedule an appointment with someone at the Salt 
Lake City Zions Bank Business Resource Center, call 
801-844-7900 or email utresources@zionsbank.com. 

“The Business Resource Center is an invaluable 
resource that provides business owners — whether 
Zions Bank clients or not — with free resources to 
help their ventures succeed,” Kohrman says. “Greg 
connected me to other community resources, other 
local entrepreneurs and possible suppliers. He also 
pointed me in the right direction to obtain the hard 
data I needed that was essential in obtaining a small 
business loan.”

Kohrman worked with Cassat on the basics and 
her business took shape. In October 2018, she opened 
BROWNIES! BROWNIES! BROWNIES! in Salt Lake 
City, fulfilling a long-held dream.

Molly Kohrman
Photo by Kevin Kiernan

Greg Cassat



FOR A BANK COMMITTED  
TO ENTREPRENEURS AS  
THEY GROW THE ECONOMY  
Zions Bank is for you.

*Loans subject to credit approval. Terms and conditions apply. 
See your local Zions Bank for details. 
A division of Zions Bancorporation, N.A. Member FDIC  

When you’re ready for a small business loan*, we’re here to provide 
you with the resources and expertise to help take your company to 
the next level. It’s what has made us the No. 1 lender for U.S. Small 
Business Administration 7(a) loans in Utah for the past 25 years 
and in Idaho’s Boise District for the past 17 years — and counting.  
We’re passionate about helping you succeed in business.

BECAUSE IT’S NOT JUST BUSINESS, IT’S PERSONAL.
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While expansion of regulatory 
oversight slowed the adoption of bitcoin 
and other blockchain use-cases in the 
short run, it should be beneficial in the 
long run. As the regulatory sphere takes 
shape, more institutional investors will 
enter the space, and companies will have 
greater clarity on how to function within 
an approved framework. 

Currently, established companies are 
working with regulators to develop 
institutional-grade products. The New 
York Stock Exchange is working to launch 
Bakkt — a digital asset trading platform; 
and Fidelity is developing custodial services 
for bitcoin and other digital assets for 
large investors. Some state governments 
are also beginning to take advantage of 
the new technologies. Ohio announced it 
will be the first state to accept bitcoin for 
tax payments, and Wyoming is working 
legislatively to create an environment for 
blockchain development.

The Future of Bitcoin and 
Blockchain

Bitcoin has experienced multiple periods 
of boom and bust and yet continues to 
survive. While the price of bitcoin may 
be the least interesting component of its 
functionality, it does indicate adoption 
rates and captures the attention  
of everyday investors. The longer bitcoin 
persists, the greater the chance it will see 
widespread use and usher in a robust 
regulatory framework. Even if the price 
of bitcoin never rises again, its legacy of 
introducing the world to the power of 
blockchain technology will remain. 

Bitcoin Ushers in Blockchain Technology

By Robert Spendlove and Joseph Mayans
Zions Bank Economics and Public Policy

Bitcoin may prove to be the most spectacular financial bubble in history, but its 
greatest legacy may be what it leaves behind — the popular blockchain technology. 

In its most basic form, a blockchain is a digital, decentralized ledger that immutably 
chronicles every transaction, and multiple parties interact on a peer-to-peer basis 
with no need for a governing authority. Think of a Google document, where multiple 
parties can simultaneously see the most up-to-date version and add new content, all 
trusting that the previous content cannot be manipulated without everyone noticing. 

This shared version of reality and trust 
has many applications beyond digital 
currencies. Already, companies such 
as IBM are using blockchain to track 
diamonds from the mine to the customer. 
Health care groups are experimenting with 
blockchain for record management and 
local governments are using the technology 
for land title registrations.

Bitcoin Bubble
Bitcoin undoubtedly introduced 

blockchain technology to the modern-
day consciousness. Bitcoin’s rapid rise as 
a digital currency in late 2017 drew the 
attention of mainstream media and tech 
pundits around the world. With many 
believing that it could supplant the U.S. 
dollar, investors poured money into the 
nascent technology hoping to strike it rich. 

Limited regulatory oversight and investor 
protections caused the price of a single 
bitcoin to explode to more than $19,000. 
But as the mania cooled and regulators took 

notice, the bubble burst and prices tumbled 
below $4,000. Now, with some investors 
facing 80 percent or more in losses, many 
wonder if bitcoin will survive.

More Regulation, Please
If 2018 was the year of regulatory 

scrutiny, 2019 and 2020 will be the years 
of regulatory clarity. One of the primary 
reasons for the bitcoin bubble burst was 
an increase in regulatory scrutiny from 
the federal government towards digital 
currency exchanges, where investors buy 
and sell bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. 

Crackdowns on initial coin offerings 
(ICOs) also spooked many investors and 
blockchain teams. With ICOs, companies 
raise funds by issuing and selling digital 
tokens, similar to online crowdfunding. 
And while ICOs started as a novel way for 
companies to raise money, they have drawn 
ire from the Securities and Exchange 
Commission as many investors fall victim 
to fraud and other malfeasance. 

INDUSTRY REGULATION ON THE RISE
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Golden Spike: 
A Worthy 150th Birthday Celebration

One of the greatest engineering and construction feats 
of the 19th century was completed 150 years ago at 
Promontory Summit, a barren rise in east-central Box 
Elder County, Utah, north of the Great Salt Lake.

Many lessons can be learned from the remarkable 
story of the transcontinental railroad, completed when a 
Golden Spike was pounded into a laurel-wood railroad 
tie with a silver hammer on May 10, 1869.

The linking of the Central Pacific and Union Pacific 
railroads ushered in a new era of cross-country mobility, 
commerce and travel. It also signaled the close of 
pioneer travel via wagon trains and handcart companies, 
and the beginning of the integration of the isolated 
Intermountain West into the rest of the nation.

“Some describe the building of the Transcontinental 
as the 19th century’s moonshot. It was without question 
that century’s most audacious venture,” a reporter for the 
Boston Herald wrote recently.

A gala sesquicentennial celebration, called Spike 
150 (www.spike150.org), held on May 10-12 brought 
thousands of dignitaries and people to the various 
activities of the 150th birthday celebration.

The commemoration included music, performances, 
storytelling, historical reenactments, steam train 
demonstrations, a frontier village, an innovation summit 
and reenactments.

Before the completion of the railroad, the journey 
across the country could take four months. In fact, “the 
fastest and safest route was by sea, not land, or by a 
combination of sea-land-sea by crossing the malaria-
infested Panama isthmus,” noted the Boston Herald 
article. Many people died during the long trek.

But after the two railroad lines connected at 
Promontory, the journey was just four days.

Imagine, a trip that once took four months, now 
taking four days. The impact of this transcontinental 
link on the movement of people and products cannot 
be overestimated. Businesses, jobs, great wealth and 
marvelous opportunities were created thanks to the 
railroad, making the Mountain West area the Crossroads 
of the West.

It brought money and jobs to the early Utah and Idaho 
settlers. It heralded America as a bold, innovative and 
forward-looking world leader.

Pres. Donald Trump recently signed legislation 
turning the Golden Spike National Historic Site into the 
Golden Spike National Historical Park — Utah’s first-
ever National Historical Park, giving it enhanced status 
and additional resources. 

“This is a prominent symbol of the most significant 
achievement of the 19th century,” said Congressman 
Rob Bishop, ranking member of the housing committee 
on natural resources.

Historian Stephen Ambrose’s book, “Nothing Like It 
in the World,” tells the story of the men who built the 
transcontinental railroad — “the investors who risked 
their businesses and money; the enlightened politicians 
who understood its importance; the engineers and 
surveyors who risked, and sometimes lost, their lives; 
and the Irish and Chinese immigrants, the defeated 
Confederate soldiers, and the other laborers who did the 
backbreaking and dangerous work on the tracks.”

The Golden Spike reminds us of the value of 
immigrants — the Chinese and Irish newcomers, 
considered outcasts, facing hardship and exploitation, 
who accomplished one of history’s great feats.

The Golden Spike also demonstrates the importance 
of business competition as the Union Pacific and Central 
Pacific railroads rushed to finish first.

It symbolizes values that I hope we haven’t forgotten 
today — vision, resilience, incredibly hard work 
(Chinese laborers laying 10 miles of track in one day), 
sacrifice, and the ability of this country to do great 
things, to dream big dreams.





UTAH SYMPHONY’S 2019 DEER VALLEY® MUSIC FESTIVAL

 6/28  CHRIS BOTTI  6/29 MARIE OSMOND  7/5  PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION  7/6  BRAVO 

BROADWAY! LIFE IS A CABARET  7/10  MENDELSSOHN’S VIOLIN CONCERTO  7/12  A 

TRIBUTE TO ARETHA, QUEEN OF SOUL  7/13  E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL FILM IN 

CONCERT  7/17  SCHUMANN’S CELLO CONCERTO  7/19  DISNEY IN CONCERT: A MAGICAL 

CELEBRATION  7/20 RENÉE ELISE GOLDSBERRY  7/24  BEETHOVEN & DVORÁK: 

THE ROMANTIC VIOLIN  7/26  A SYMPHONIC SPACE CELEBRATION  7/27  RODRIGO 

Y GABRIELA  7/31  MOZART’S PIANO CONCERTO NO. 23  8/2  TCHAIKOVSKY’S 

1812 OVERTURE  8/3  KRISTIN CHENOWETH  8/7  SCHUBERT’S SYMPHONY NO. 3  

 8/9  THE MUSIC OF THE ROLLING STONES: CIRCA 1969  8/10  INDIGO GIRLS 

JUNE 28 − AUGUST 10

SUMMER ENTERTAINMENT SPONSOR:SUMMER SYMPHONY SPONSOR:

DEERVALLEYMUSICFESTIVAL.ORG
801-533-6683



Be here for investments
Your safety at work matters, especially to your family.

Be careful out there

wcf.com



NIKKOR Z LENSES

NIKON’S NEW FULL-FRAME MIRRORLESS LINEUP

pictureline proved to be the camera store I was looking for
When I decided to get back into photography, I wanted to support a local shop. Pictureline proved to be what I was looking 
for from the moment I walked into the store. I wouldn’t be where I am today without their support, knowledge, courtesy 
and professionalism. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend their services to anyone, over any other shop—local or online. 

The partnership I maintain with Pictureline is far more valuable than any of the gear I shoot withThe partnership I maintain with Pictureline is far more valuable than any of the gear I shoot with—which is Nikon. They’ve 
helped me through the evaluation process and have been there for me every step of the way. I can’t stress enough how 
valuable a camera shop of this caliber is worth!   —Brandon Bright

INSTAGRAM: BRANDON_BRIGHT_PHOTOGRAPHY © BRANDON BRIGHT

WWW.BRANDONBRIGHT.COM
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